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THE CATACOMBS

1120 Boylston Street

Across from Bostonian Hotel

Jackie Washington

March 17-22

ODETTA

March 22-31

JOSE MOLINA

and his brilliant BALIES ESPAÑOLES

SATURDAY, MARCH 5, 8:30 P.M.

JOHN HANCOKE HALL, BERKELEY & APTERT ST.

Tickets: $3.20, $2.00, $1.20

Call Logan: Pantera Productions, B-6 at 597, Boston 2-4212

THEODOR BIKEL

2 CONCERTS: 8:30 P.M.

THURS. AND FRI., MARCH 14 AND 15

JORDAN HALL

TICKETS: $2.20, $1.20, $2.00

IAN & SYLVIA

New Folk Singers from Canada

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

March 5

MAKE A CONVENIENT
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TODAY AT THE PLACEMENT DIRECTOR'S OFFICE

THE STEPS TO THE STARS

ARE MEASURED ON
e

The acquisition of increased knowledge of the planet and
the universe beyond relies on measurement in many forms. Devel-
opment of advanced measurement systems is the broad
endavor of the Space-Engineering Team at Perkin-Elmer
Corporation.

If you are majoring in Physics or the Engineering Sciences
and want to affiliate with an organization that encourages creative
approaches in solving complex problems... If you want long-
term security offered by a company whose activities are a balance
between military and commercial... If you seek the
opportunity to further your professional competence through a
liberal tuition refund plan for graduate study, then your
appointment today at the Placement Director's Office for your
interview with Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, Connecticut. An equal
opportunity employer.

PERKIN-ELMER

movies...

\"Cleo\" Gives Part of

Singer\'s Life

By Gilberto Perez-Gullermo

Agustina Varda's \"Cleo From 5 to 7\" is an unconventionally con-
structed, technically advanced, often experimental narrative.
It deals with two hours in the life of Cleo, a young and beautiful
singer anxiously awaiting the outcome of a cancer test. Miss Varda
shows concern for extraneous as well as form—this is manifest even in
a typically new-wave exercise like the silent film parody. The
film, her first feature, is not only visually exciting but moving
and meaningful, psychologically keen and socially aware.
\"Cleo\" is an experiment with time. Miss Varda has
maintained the pace of real life, making three minutes in the film
actually correspond to three minutes
in the life of Cleo. We are constantly reminded of this by a
subdivision in "chapters" (i.e., \"Chapter V: Cleo from 5:35 to
5:43"). Consequently, the audience is continuously aware of the pass-
ing of time, and Cleo's nervous wait seems as long as it must
have appeared to her. It is, as we
are told, "the longest day of the year..."

The photography is outstanding:
The different views of Paris, the close-ups of Cleo, the scenes with
the fortune-teller, the bedroom scene... is especially significant
in a film where the visual aspect is so closely inter-related with the
story.

There are some minor flaws: the dialogue is a little con-
versational, the emotional involvement with Cleo is not as fully realized
as it would seem possible (as it was,
for instance, in Kurosawa's \"The
Terror\"). The excellence of the
photography is not to be disputed, however, \"Cleo From 5 to 7\" must not be
missed.
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GREAT AMERICAN SONG-BOOK

Sunday, March 17, 8:00 P.M.

The Thayer School of Music and Drama will present a
concert of the works of the most outstanding
American composers of the 20th century:
Gershwin, Cole Porter, Rodgers and Hammerstein,
Wilson, etc. The concert will feature the M.I.T.
Chamber Orchestra under the direction of
Professor J. Willard Muir.
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If you are majoring in Physics or the Engineering Sciences
and want to affiliate with an organization that encourages creative
approaches in solving complex problems... If you want long-
term security offered by a company whose activities are a balance
between military and commercial... If you seek the
opportunity to further your professional competence through a
liberal tuition refund plan for graduate study, then your
appointment today at the Placement Director's Office for your
interview with Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, Connecticut. An equal
opportunity employer.
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If you are majoring in Physics or the Engineering Sciences
and want to affiliate with an organization that encourages creative
approaches in solving complex problems... If you want long-
term security offered by a company whose activities are a balance
between military and commercial... If you seek the
opportunity to further your professional competence through a
liberal tuition refund plan for graduate study, then your
appointment today at the Placement Director's Office for your
interview with Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, Connecticut. An equal
opportunity employer.
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If you are majoring in Physics or the Engineering Sciences
and want to associate with an organization that encourages creative
approaches in solving complex problems... If you want long-
term security offered by a company whose activities are a balance
between military and commercial... If you seek the
opportunity to further your professional competence through a
liberal tuition refund plan for graduate study, then your
appointment today at the Placement Director's Office for your
interview with Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk, Connecticut. An equal
opportunity employer.
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